Abstract Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)/polyacrilonitrile (PAN)/multiwalled carbon nanotubes functionalized COOH (MWCNTs-COOH) nanocomposites with different contents of MWCNTs were fabricated by using electrospinning and solution cast methods. The interaction of the MWCNTs with the polymer blend was confirmed by a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy study. The dispersion of the MWCNTs in the polymer blend was studied by scanning electron microscopy. The dispersion of the MWCNTs in the polymer matrix at different compositions has been examined by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both individual and agglomerations of MWCNTs were evident. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes are capable of enhancing the impedance and electrical conductivity of PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs in a wide frequency range at different temperatures. Nanocomposites based on PVDF/PAN and MWCNTs as fillers show a significant enhancement in the electrical conductivity as a function of temperature. In addition, PVDF/PAN with 5.58 wt.% of MWCNTs has a much higher specific energy (129.7Wh/kg) compared to that of PVDF/PAN (15.57 Wh/kg).The results reveal that PVDF/PAN/MWCNTs composites have potential applications for nanogenerators, organic semiconductors, transducers, and electrical energy storage.
Introduction
Polymer nanocomposites containing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have generated extensive interest due to their electrical, physical, and mechanical properties. The nano-structural elements can be used as nano-fillers and nano-reinforcements of advanced composite materials to improve the mechanical, thermal, and impact-resistance properties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) independently have useful characteristics as the important polymers in nanocomposites. It was determined that PAN has good process ability, flame resistance, resistance to oxidative degradation, and electrochemical stability. PAN also has a high oxidative stabilization even at high temperature [11] . Moreover, PAN could provide a few important characteristics towards polymer electrolytes which could not be derived from PVDF [12] . PVDF has been extensively studied as an important crystalline polymer for a broad range of applications, including, but not limited to, transducers [13] , non-volatile memories [14, 15] , and electrical energy storage [16, 17] .
Nanocomposites, based on PVDF, PAN, and multiwalled nanotubes (MWCNTs), have been under investigation recently. CNTs could improve thermal stability and Young's modulus of PAN/SWCNTs nanofibers [18, 19] . As widely used dielectric material, the effect of CNTs on the electric properties of PVDF and PAN has yet to be understood fully. The nanofibers of PAN/CNTs revealed a significant improvement in mechanical properties and thermal stability [18] . It has been shown that significant interactions occur between PAN chains and CNTs, which lead to higher direction of PAN chains during the heating process [20] .
In order to obtain the consistent and uniform electric properties in one dimension, well-aligned and dispersed CNTs were desired in the host polymer. Electrospinning is a simple and low-cost method which could make CNTs embedded in a host, formed as a non-woven web [5, [21] [22] [23] . The performance of CNTs prepared using this method relies on the distribution of fibers within. It was discovered that in the electrospinning process, CNTs could be aligned along the fiber axis. A high voltage was used in this technique to create an electrically charged jet of polymer solution or melt. The electric field reached a critical value at which the repulsive electric force overcame the surface tension of the polymer solution. The polymer solution was ejected from the tip to a collector. While traveling to the collector, the solution jet solidified or dried due to the fast evaporation of the solvent and was deposited on a collector to leave a polymer fiber [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
In this study, PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs copolymers with different content of MWCNTs were fabricated through electrospinning and the solution cast method to obtain new organic semiconductor composites. Their electrical conduction mechanisms are explained by a wide study of temperature dependence of conductivity in the frequency range of 0.5 to 10 4 Hz. Its relationship with blend ratios was investigated by morphology and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR).
Experimental
PVDF, with an average molecular weight of 2.75 × 10 5 g/mol, and PAN, with a molecular weight of 1.50 × 10 5 g/mol, were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was obtained from VWR International LLC. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-COOH) with a diameter of 10 nm, length from 10 to 30 μm, and content of -COOH 1.9-2.1 wt.% was supplied by Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc., USA. The blends were prepared by using electrospinning and the solution cast method in DMF. PVDF-PAN-MWCNTs blended with different weight percent ratios and dispersed in DMF. The solutions were sonicated and stirred, before being poured into glass dishes. They evaporated slowly at room temperature and dried under a vacuum. The solid films continued to dry under the vacuum to remove residual solvent. The electrospinning setup consisted of a plastic syringe (5 mL) and a steel needle. The needle connected to a high-voltage power supply. An automatic voltage regulator was attached to the power supply to produce uniform voltages. The fiber deposited on an Al sheet on the grounded electrodes, both as a flat sheet and on a rotating drum. Polymer nanocomposites were electrospun at 15 kV, with capillary-screen distances of 10 cm and flow rates of 2.5 ml/h.
For the characterization of the samples, a Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR, Varian 3100) was carried out at room temperature. The morphology of the composite was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JSM-6510GS from JEOL), operating with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
After drying, the polymer nanocomposites (prepared by electrospinning and the solution cast method) with dimensions 12 mm × 12 mm were sputtered, coated with gold, and sandwiched between two gold plates. The electrical measurements were performed by using a VersaStat MC.station (PrincetonApplied Research Inc, USA) at a frequency range from 0.5 Hz to 1 × 10 4 Hz.
Results and discussion
The effect of nanoparticles on morphology and properties of polymer blends have attracted great interest because of the improved physical properties as compared with unmodified polymers. The SEM image of the PVDF/PAN/MWCNTs The PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs fibers interconnected with a large number in different sizes have non-woven structure. The interconnections of the PVDF/PAN/MWCNTs fibers increased as the mass content of MWCNTs in the composite increased. The interconnected network morphology was expected to probable molecular level interactions between C-F (in PVDF) and -CN (in PAN). These molecular interactions induce the phase mixing between PVDF and PAN [30, 31] . Figure 1f summarized the size distribution of the fiber's diameters processed from different concentrations of MWCNTs in PVDF-PAN. It was observed that the diameter of the fibers prepared by the solution cast method was mainly in the range of 0.3-1.5 µm, while the fibers prepared by the electrospinning method was mainly in 0.09-0.3 µm. Fiber diameter clearly decreased when wt.% of MWCNTs increased from 1.22 to 7.99 wt.% in PVDF-PAN/MWCNT nanocomposites prepared by the electrospining method due to the higher charge density of the electrified jet forming more uniform and much thinner fibers from the polymer solutions containing well-dispersed MWCNTs [32] . The specific surface area of the MWCNTs was higher than that of PVDF-PAN. With a higher specific surface area, the electrostatic interaction of functional groups on the MWCNTs can act as nucleating agents in the electrospinning process of polymer nanocomposites. This leads to higher charge density of the electrified jet, forming uniform and much thinner fibers from the polymer solutions containing well-dispersed MWCNTs.
In order to understand how the interaction improves the compatibility of the polymer nanocomposite, FTIR analysis was performed. Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra of PVDF-PAN-MWCNTs prepared by electrospinning and the solution cast method. The FTIR spectra of MWCNTs shows major peaks, located at 2880, 2361-2364, 1700, and 1560 cm −1 . The peaks at 2880 and 2361-2364 cm −1 are attributed to H-C stretch modes of H-C = O in the carboxyl group and O-H stretch from strongly hydrogen-bonded -COOH respectively [33] . The peaks at 1700 cm −1 and 1560 cm −1 are corresponded to carbonyl groups of COOH and the C = C stretch of the COOH in MWCNTs respectively [33] . , which are corresponding to the CF 2 bending and CH 2 stretching mode [35] , respectively. FTIR results indicate that there are molecular level interactions between the two polymers in the nanofibers. These spectral features give a hint for probable phase mixing between PVDF and PAN.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the characteristic peaks of the α-phase (non-polar phase) are obtained at 615, 765, and 790 cm . The occurrence of weak bands for composites prepared by solution cast at 615, 765, and 790 cm −1 indicate the presence of a small amount of the α-phase. This is observed by comparing it with polymer nanocomposites prepared by the electrospinning method. It also shows that the β-phase will increase while the α-phase decrease when there is an increase in MWCNTs content. The intensities of the β-phase became stronger, while the bands of the α-phase became weaker, suggesting that the α-phase is progressively replaced by the β-phase [36, 37] . It is well known that the specific surface area of MWCNTs is higher than that of PVDF. This allowed MWCNTs to act as nucleating agents in the initial crystallization process of PVDF, leading to a high degree of crystallinity [38] . Under the external electric field in electrospinning, MWCNTs can produce inductive charges on the surface, thus lead to a greater Coulomb force during the electrospinning processes. The Coulomb force would then attract part of PVDF chains to the MWCNTs surface. The β-phase PVDF would be derivated near the interface during this process. By the electrostatic interaction of functional groups on the MWCNTs, which then act as nucleating agents with the polar-CF 2 , the PVDF chain will have the zig-zag (T T T T conformation) of the β-phase, instead of the coiled α-phase (TGTG conformation). The characteristic of the γ-phase is observed at 1233 cm −1 , and can be obtained from strongly polar solvents such as N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). In the electrospinning process, piezoelectric (β and γ) phases could still be induced via the dipolar/ hydrogen interactions between the local polar structure in the crystalline PAN and PVDF [39] . This result is consistent with PVDF/nylon 11 blends [40] . Impedance spectroscopy measurements of the electrical properties for PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs composites were performed with different concentrations of MWCNTs. They had a temperature range of 297-327 K at frequencies between 0.5 and 10 4 Hz. Figure 4a , b shows the variation of impedance (Z) for the PVDF-PAN/ MWCNTs (prepared by electrospinning and solution cast methods with different concentrations of MWCNTs) as a function of frequency at different temperatures. The magnitudes of Z decreased at lower frequencies with increased temperature. At high frequencies, the value of Z merged for all the temperatures of the sample.
The frequency-dependent conductivity of the polymer nanocomposite is described by the Eqs. [41, 42] :
where A is the material parameter, n is the frequency exponent in the range of 0 ≤ n ≤ 1, σ dc is dc conductivity, and ω is the angular frequency. The conductivities of PVDF-PAN/ MWCNTs nanocomposites with different MWCNTs concentrations as a function of the frequency are presented in Fig.5 . The conductivity of PVDF/PAN films showed typical frequency dependence due to the low conductivity of these polymers. With the addition of 1.2 wt.% of MWCNTs into the polymer, the frequency-dependent AC conductivity with the comparable value to that of PVDF/PAN blend was still preserved. A significant change of the conductivity occurred when the MWCNTs content of the polymer rose from 1.2 to The frequency-dependent conductivity shows two regions. The plateau region corresponds to the frequency-independent dc conductivity (i.e., σ dc ) and the dispersive region corresponds to the frequencydependent part [43] . It was confirmed by a typical fit of the above equation to the experimental data shown in Fig. 5 that the value of n was in the range from 0.48993 to 0.8752 for the samples prepared by solution cast method and in the range from 0.861 to 0.90475 for the samples prepared by the electrospinning method. These results reveal the semiconductor behaviors of the composites [44] . It is evident from the results that none of the MWCNTs composites displayed the ideal dielectric behavior exhibited by the pure PVDF/PAN; however, the samples ranged from pure dielectric to clear semiconductor behavior as the content of MWCNTs in the material decreased. For very thin samples (for example, 1 mm), the frequency independence of the impedance modulus is suggestive of an ohmic material that must exhibit a very well-connected nanotube network. When the loading of the MWCNTs in the material increased, it appeared that the uniformity of materials started playing a more significant role which made it difficult for the nanotubes to arrange themselves into an interconnected 3D net. The relationship between the electrical conductivity of the PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs composites and the temperature is on display in Fig. 6 . As seen in Fig. 6 , the electrical conductivity of the composites increased with temperature. The conductivity of the nanocomposites were analyzed according to the well-known Arrhenius equation [45] :
Where E a is the conductivity activation energy, k is the Boltzman constant and σ o is the pre-exponential factor, which includes the charge carrier mobility and density of state. The semilogarithmic plots of ln(σ) vs. T method at the same wt.%. The conductivity by the solution cast method had a higher conductivity (9.18 × 10 −6 S/cm) than the conductivity by the electrospinning method (2.09 × 10 −6 S/cm). Similar results were reported by Yu et al. [46] . It was determined that the electrical conductivity of pristine SWCNTs/ epoxy composites were several orders higher than that of carboxylic functionalized SWCNTs/epoxy composites with the same SWCNTs content. It was observed that the addition of MWCNTs into PVDF/PAN could enhance the conductivity of the studied polymer with an increased MWCNTs percentage; however, the phase transformation encouraged a change of conduction mechanism. The polymer nanocomposites with a high α-phase demonstrated a clear percolating behavior on the measured conductivity with high values for the percolation threshold. By the electrostatic interaction of functional groups on the MWCNTs with the polar-CF 2 , the PVDF chain will have the zig-zag conformation of the β-phase, instead of the coiled α-phase conformation. The polymer nanocomposites with high β-phase exhibits typical ionic conduction behavior due to the breaking of percolation paths associated to the structural and morphological changes. The obtained electronic parameters prove that PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs exhibit organic semiconductor behavior. In particular, compared with other spherical-shaped conductive filling materials such as carbon black, MWCNTs with large length/diameter aspect ratios help the composite system show a high electric conductivity at low concentrations due to their low percolation threshold [47, 48] . However, Carabineiro et al. [49] observed that the conductivity of the PVDF-MWCNTs further increased by nearly three orders of magnitude, from order of 10 −7 S/cm to order of 10 −4 S/cm, by the increased concentration of the MWCNTs. Figure 8 shows typical galvanostatic discharge of PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs with different currents and wt.% of MWCNTs. It showed that the potential decreased exponentially, nearly to zero. The discharge time of polymer nanocomposites increased with the increase of MWCNTs content. Galvanostatic discharge curves (Figs. 8a, b) were used to determine the capacitance of the polymer composite electrodes. The specific capacitance per mass of one pellet electrode was calculated according to the equation:
where I is the discharge current in amperes, Δt is the discharge time in seconds corresponding to the voltage difference ΔE in volts, and m is the mass in grams. It was found that the specific capacitance increased from 0.2 to 8 F/g by increasing the current density and wt.% of MWCNTs. The specific power (SP) and specific energy (SE) were calculated from chargedischarge cycling data using the following relationships [50] :
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where I, t, and m are the discharge current in amperes, discharge time in seconds, and mass of PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs in kg, respectively. The calculated SP and SE values are shown in Fig.9 (Ragon plot). It is found that the largest specific energy for PVDF/PAN of 15.57 Wh/kg was obtained at a corresponding specific power of 560.3 W/kg and the largest specific energy for PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs (with 5.58 wt.% of MWCNTs) of 129.7 Wh/kg was obtained at a corresponding specific power of 4671 W/kg. It was noticed that the specific energy of the PVDF-PAN/ MWCNTs increased from 15.57 Wh/kg to 129.7 Wh/kg after the addition of MWCNTs. It was several times higher than that of the polymer blend without MWCNTs. It is clear that the PVDF-PAN/MWCNTs have high-performance electronic components. These characteristic properties of obtained polymer nanocomposites will prove to be optimal candidates for many applications such as nanogenerators, organic semiconductors, transducers, and electrical energy storage [51] .
Conclusions
PVDF/PAN/MWCNTs nanocomposites with different contents of MWCNTs were successfully prepared through electrospinning and the solution cast method. FTIR results indicate that MWCNTs act as a nucleation agent during crystallization and slightly increased the β-phase crystal and could decrease the α-phase in the PVDF/ PAN/MWCNTs-COOH nanocomposites. The morphological properties and electrical conductivity of polymer nanocomposites have been analyzed. The results showed that the nanocomposites prepared by the solution cast method had a much higher conductivity (9.18 × 10 −6 S/cm) than those prepared by the electrospinning method (2.09 × 10 −6 S/cm) at the same MWCNTs content. In conclusion, the MWCNTs play a very important role in both structural and electrical properties of the composites. The polymer nanocomposites can be useful for applications such as nanogenerators, organic semiconductors, transducers, and electrical energy storage.
